4 June 2013
NEWS RELEASE
TILLOTTS PHARMA UK APPOINTS APODI TO SUPPLY OUTSOURCED HR SERVICE

Apodi Limited has signed an exclusive agreement with Tillotts Pharma UK Ltd to
provide a fully comprehensive outsourced HR & Development Service as part of Tillotts
plans to increase its HR capability.
Mark Murphy Apodi’s Business Unit Director for HR & Development services said: “We
are delighted by this opportunity. As a highly experienced HR&D team with a strong
heritage in the Pharmaceutical and Healthcare sectors we have a wealth experience
and credibility in dealing with HR issues typical to the Pharmaceutical industry.”
Tillotts UK Country Manager, Jeremy Thorpe, said: “I am really pleased with our
decision to appoint Apodi to support our HR requirements. Apodi came to us well
regarded and are experienced in dealing with similar organisations to ourselves. We
took the decision to work with Apodi as we are keen to benefit from the wider skill set
that they could offer to help us help our staff and we are really enjoying working with
them.”
About Apodi
Apodi provides comprehensive outsourcing solutions to pharmaceutical and
healthcare businesses and organisations.
Working in partnership with pharmaceutical and healthcare companies we deliver
innovative, commercial and value added outsourcing solutions, which:
Improve patient outcomes and experiences
Advance relationships with the NHS
Drive the commercial return of your products
Through commercial insight, market intelligence and highly motivated people,
Apodi helps our clients achieve improved outcomes and performance. Over the years
we have worked hard to break the traditional model with a focus on the changing NHS
environment and the challenge we all face to improve patient outcomes.
The Apodi HR & Development unit assists clients in building high performing
organisations by optimising workplace performance.
About Tillotts Pharma UK Ltd
Tillotts in the UK is an affiliate of Tillotts Pharma, based in Switzerland. They are a
speciality pharma company focused on the development, in/out- licensing and
marketing of innovative pharmaceutical products, medical devices and diagnostics in
the field of gastroenterology.

For more information please contact Lynn Jeggo, Marketing Services Director at Apodi on 01628 500890 or email:
lynn.jeggo@apodi.co.uk

